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As of the beginning of this year 2010, the United States of America (USA) and its 
dwindling forebear, progenitor and mentor, the United Kingdom (UK), are not 
exactly bedded on roses.   Internally, both countries have increasing population 
dishomogenisation problems, with the US gaining an influx of illegal immigrants 
from Mexico and other South American lands to support the forced reduction of 
wages payable to homeland-bred labour, backed by the so-called 'Department of 
Homeland Security' as enforcers to quell internal dissent as basic rights are lost, 
public amenities turned over to corporate privatisation, and savings, pensions 
and medical insurances handed over to the extremely wealthy. In the UK, great 
influx and boom of non-indigenous Muslim populations is slowly but inevitably 
eroding the self-styled 'Christianity' common to both countries that its bigoted 
hubris arrogated unto itself the right to conquer by force and pillage all weaker 
nations.

Both nations are now heavily involved in Colonialist Wars of Aggression in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. These wars, illegally started against innocent nations under 
false pretences in order to secure hegemony over some of the free world's 
strategic resources, not by commerce and fair trade but by pirate force, 
countermand those nations' very own condemnation of Nazi Germany at the 
Nuremberg Trials of 1945, that 'premeditated invasive warfare is the most 
heinous international crime' of all. 

These two arch-colonial powers, the younger stemming mainly from the same 
ignorantly rapacious human group as the elder, believe they can take what they 
do not possess by violent robbery against the increasing resistance of the world 
community to the notion that the USA, world's largest and most aggressive 
polluter of our global environment, can continue to expand at will and live in 
constantly-increasing debt on a non-existent credit rating at the larger world's 
expense, simply by means and justification of its bullying force of arms. 

It was not enough to use the CIA to subjugate South America by blackmail of 
politicians, murder and coercion, the rape of the Amazon Basin for its natural 
resources and premeditated pollution of some South American countries by US 
oil and other companies in deliberate genocide against their peoples and their 
natural environments, nor to use similar tactics to hegemonise the drug trade 
there, but they also saw themselves called to Central Asia to do the same unto 
others before those others might have the chance to develop to the point where 



they might return the compliment.

Looking back to events begun with the US self-created 9-11 Event of September 
11, 2001, all we can really impute is that there was a detailed agenda worked out 
to cover the run-up to this event, the event itself and its aftermath, with a period 
planned for comprising a span of several years. In the years prior to the event 
itself, there were warnings of planned actions to come, such as up to at least one 
or two years before 9-11, on a BBC WORLD SERVICE Programme interviewing 
Gore VIDAL, in which he mentioned to his interviewer that “They are planning on 
turning the USA into a Police State”. Questioned by his slightly incredulous host, 
he reminded his interviewer “Young man, when it happens, remember I told you 
it would happen.” This author, whilst talking to a US friend on the phone some 
six (6) months to (perhaps) a year before 9-11, was surprised that this person 
seemed worried “that Osama Bin LADIN might 'any day launch an attack on the 
USA' “. As this author had never heard the name Osama Bin Ladin before, he 
noted : 1) the name, and 2) that some -- possibly internally-instigated action was 
in the works, with US mass-media preparing the way by introducing pre-event 
fears into and putting a name to them in the public mind ahead of the event 
itself. 

The event, when it occurred. mainly took the world by surprise, with very few 
public-name exceptions (like former German Govt Minister and intelligence 
overseer Andreas von BUELOW) publicly denouncing the cover story of a 
terrorist attack. But the hidden agenda and rationale for the so-called attack 
soon came into subliminal-prominence public awareness with the alleged flight 
of Osama Bin Ladin to Afghanistan and oil-rich areas of North Africa, acting, 
indeed, much like the mechanical rabbit running before the dogs in a greyhound-
race, leading US Forces to any future intended target to invade in the U.S.'s 
world-wide quest for Elitist-Controlled, Globalised Corporate power hegemony. 

Their carte-blanche licence to do whatever they wanted within a traumatised 
world population's sympathy framework in the days immediately following 9-11, 
seen from the position that there would be at least widespread understanding if 
not direct sympathy for any such overkill reaction by the U.S.A,, became watered 
down as time went on without any action taken except the relatively immediate 
bombing of Afghanistan and quick invasion thereof, the world's richest country 
invading the world's poorest, whose population at the time consisted to over 50% 
of mostly-orphaned children under the age of fifteen years and the rest mainly 
widows and the aged, a typical Anglo-American action in which a quick and dirty 
win was assured against a hapless people -- for a time, at least. 

A time-frame hiatus can be noted between that quick action and the subsequent 
delayed invasion of Iraq after many botched attempts at justifying such by the 
Bush Administration, and, when that occurred, with inadequate initial force-
deployment, [NOTA BENE!] This point must be noted carefully, as, following the 
Vietnam Debacle, even the event 9-11 and uninformed public outrage could not 
quite overcome the demoralising influence of Vietnam memory on the general 
public mind :



What was MISSING in the period between the invasion of Afghanistan and the 
invasion of Iraq? QUESTION : Might the delays be due to pre-planned reliance 
on and intended usage of, STRATEGIC WEAPONS, instead of more immediately-
deployable tactical forces, which latter had to be somewhat hastily assembled in 
the gap fallen into in having to plan for this unexpected contingency of a larger 
tactical deployment when the strategic-weapons option was somehow made 
inviable ? 

A STRATEGIC STRIKE in any and/or all of upwards of sixty countries on George 
W. Bush's enemies' list at the time might, had the opportunity been seized, fallen 
on general, world-wide, public disfavour and disapprobation, yet, after the event, 
would have cowed survivors and dissidents in US-friendly countries into effective 
silence. 

That the mass-deployment of tactical forces was not initially planned-for, might 
be some tentative answer to the time-lag between the invasion of Afghanistan 
and the invasion of Iraq. Are there causes for such delay, perhaps on the basis of 
failure of some further US-internal planned, follow-up feigned ”terrorist” action? 

As Bush Administration launched invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, applauded 
by its own party and nominal-opposition Democrats, and initial and unexpected 
setbacks began to swing public opinion from their favourable conception of quick 
and aggressive, invasive profit-warfare, STRICT CENSORSHIP of CASUALTIES 
was launched by that Administration and its sycophant Public Media. Some 
estimates acquired by Author at third-hand as compiled by the U.S. VETERANS' 
ADMINISTRATION indicated CASUALTY FIGURES MIGHT HAVE SURPASSED 
VIETNAM NUMBERS BY MID-2007 [source's source unreliable]. Invasion of Iraq 
is stabilised momentarily by apparent massive pay-offs to warlords who might 
undoubtedly sensibly re-invest accrued monies in rearmament-and-training. 

Afghanistan is a lost cause to the Americans in the 21st Century, just as it was to 
the British in the 19th and the Russians in the 20th. Waging aggressive, invasive 
warfare across two half-Continents and a major World Ocean is logistically 
idiotic. Paying off Pakistani politicians to impose some quietus over their own 
populations supportive of Afghani Taliban can only result in massive internal 
resentment and ultimate total grass-roots destabilisation of Pakistan, a nuclear-
armed country, insofar as the Americans have not paid off delivery of Pakistani 
nuclear weapons into American hands, which poses the question of how any 
possible strategic shift is being kept from or paid off for inaction by India ; in 
short, undecided and undecidable immanent and possibly imminent localised 
destabilisations that can go many ways when their potential vectors are 
ultimately activated. 

The Khyber Pass is allegedly now in Taliban hands, Russian aircraft ferrying U.S. 
personnel and materiel into and out of Afghanistan, Russia also supplying Europe 
with natural gas and oil, with possibly Russian operatives running Ukraine and 
interesting potential given for massively-debilitating strategic  knock-on effect 



following U.S. defeat in Afghanistan, uprising with Vietnam-style military defeat 
in Iraq, political defeat in Europe and following societal collapse, breakdown and 
political chaos in U.S.A., if cards are played correctly by all parties counter the 
USA. This Author's prognosis : with US defeat in or during protracted attempted 
withdrawal from Afghanistan, Iraq will flare up again and US defeat there too 
will be almost assured. 

ON U.S. HOME FRONT : OBAMA appears to be STOP-GAP MEASURE held long 
in reserve for contingency anticipated for but never really considered necessary : 

Whereas Austrian-born California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger obviously 
being planned for as Presidential Candidate, efforts being made at time of his 
political ascendancy to alter the US Constitution to allow a non-native-born U.S. 
President to take office, at least one Science-Fiction film or that era showing him 
from a future perspective as having been President [!], I.e., a media-led, prior 
softening of the public blow of having a non-American-born President, he being 
placed into office by default, timely withdrawal of opposition candidates due to 
timeuosly-emergent scandals (!) -- [nota bene! : AS WITH OBAMA, TOO, BEFORE 
HIS PUBLIC ELECTION TO PRESIDENT, the only election ever actually won by 
Obama (!)],  Schwarzenegger was primarily backed by the world's first-and third-
richest men, Lord Rothschild and Warren Buffet, respectively, he being both a 
Republican and married into the traditionally-Democratic Kennedy Clan, ergo, a 
candidate of World's Ruling Elite acceptable to both externally-perceived 
“opposed” parties as President in collusive silent-consensus one-party USA. 

Obama, in comparison, a fledgling of elitist Zbigniew Brzezinski, former Security 
Advisor to President Jimmy Carter, Obama anecdotally being African-born and by 
silent implication of massive legal spending for lawyers to suppress information 
release of either his provenance or his school records, perhaps stop-gap measure 
required by a much-delayed New-World-Order Agenda to pacify imminent flash-
point of most-volatile segment of U.S. population, namely the Black population, 
which might be the first to erupt into violence as social exigencies created by the 
war-drain on a deteriorating, deficit-spending-based internal economy of massive 
corporate graft and profit-based outsourcing of U.S. manufacture by continually-
merging, hegemonic multi-national and trans-national companies forces U.S. into 
ever-more stringent internal economic straits and the gap between poor and the 
ultra-rich widens as middle-class disappears at an ever-accelerating rate. If the 
more practical and aware Blacks initiated action against the pirate regimes, then 
it was likely that the consensus-psychosis, self-indulgent Whites might get a hard 
enough kick to follow on too. Assuaging Black anger with a candidate, albeit not 
strictly from their own ranks socially, assured continued White somnolescence.

With the non-showing of Schwarzenegger, of widely-reputed initial Neo-Nazi 
tendency and provenance, backed by the world's richest men and both Elitist 
U.S. Parties, (who seems to have dropped through a crack in the woodwork and 
been abandoned as any sort of Presidential Candidate), the sudden appearance 
on the U.S. National and World scenes of a relatively unknown Barack Obama 
and his tenuous maintenance in office by apparent massive legal blockage by 



both major parties of any challenge to his authenticity, [which would throw the 
USA in its internal and external legal decisions and its international agreements 
into both confusion, illegality and enduring disrepute], appears on the surface as 
a MEASURE of DESPERATION by an Elite suddenly very uncertain in the saddle 
it is trying to control from.

The recent apparent dispute and schism in Elitist camps by leaking of the Global 
Warming scandal seems rather a desperate attempt to factionalise public opinion 
ahead of some anticipated, larger event. Chemtrailing as a measure to increase 
Earth's albedo and delay public notice of anomalous Solar Processes comes to 
mind. Yet any attempt at this moment to delineate further imminent, coherent 
vectors of action by Ruling Elite seems to this Author to be extremely futile, as 
on-ground-sources are lacking him and information untainted by sycophantic and 
bought-off media, largely formerly got from the Internet, are now hopelessly 
addled by what appears to be a surely computer-generated, coherent method of 
disinformation put out in such a way that real data are polluted by untruths and 
disinformational data spiked with some truths, such that, given any set of similar 
or even identical data, different analysts can each come up with some picture 
semantically coherent in and of itself to the data content given, but each picture 
may be radically different from any other. A Mathematician-Physicist friend, 
when consulted as to opinion, phrased it another way : Data Density and 
Energetic Content are simply too high over too short a Time- and Event-span to 
allow of any decently probable prognosis at and as of this time. 

In opinion of this Author, the only reasonably-deducible fact is that, as the Global 
Elite seem to have barricaded themselves behind one prime, obviously phony 
American President, his tenure tenuous , their AGENDA seems to be RUNNING 
LATE as a certain DESPERATION has crept into their ranks if not their opinions. 

IF and WHEN the PUBLIC WAKES UP, which seems to be counterindicated by a 
strange lethargy attributable best perhaps to MASSIIVE SUBLIMINAL, PSYCHO-
DYNAMIC MEDIA PROPAGANDA AND MANIPULATION, events to follow might 
be explosively interesting, should the Elitist illusory bubble ever be punctured by 
even some serendipitous mistake.

ON THE OTHER HAND, recent events show the US, with its economy in tatters, 
living off deficit spending and with the real total of its jobless work-force perhaps 
approaching 25%, nevertheless constantly expanding its ambitions in not only 
North America, into Canada and Mexico, but also into South America and now 
apparently wishing to go, with its progenitor and mentor Britain, in that folk-
group's age-old penchant to invasive barbarism, its arrogance exceeded only by 
its ignorance, not only into Yemen, but also the entire African Continent as well.

As the collapse of the US economy and its internal stability must surely be 
reckoned in years only at the very best estimate, nobody should dismiss this 
apparent frivolity of intent to aggression as a pure national consensus-psychosis, 
nor yet as inability to assess the facts of a rapidly-deteriorating home situation ; 
rather, we must look further at possibilities that might yet have been planned for 



as either contingency measures or else have been the initial modus-operandum 
for what seems to be an insane approach to fulfilling the Capitalist-Globalist, 
One-World-Order Agenda :

What could the possible unseen factor be, that might yet swing the US out of its 
imminent collapse, into its apparently intended role of rapacious World Dictator 
under the aegis of World Saviour? :

Harking back to our question at the beginning of this monograph, as to whether 
some strategic aggression were somehow delayed to be necessarily supplanted 
by an unanticipated tactical deployment, we must ask ourselves : WHAT OTHER 
STRATEGIC WEAPONS MIGHT YET BE USED IN A MASSIVE MILITARY COME-
BACK BY A DYING COUNTRY ?

The answer seems to lie in the much-suppressed subject of Electro-Gravitational 
Propulsion and the hushed-up subject of Unidentified Flying Objects, not all of 
which might emanate from Outer Space, nor from Intra-Dimensional Entities, but 
which from recent more-or-less conclusive evidence were first developed by Nazi 
Germany toward the end of World War Two. 

In the sixty-and-more years since then, it would seem such transport systems 
have been developed, tested and production-line manufactured in secret by both 
major powers and some privileged smaller ones. Certainly, stories about a U.S. 
manufacturing facility for what we still call UFOs at PINE GAP, Australia, since 
the 1960s or prior, seem to bear a kernel of truth difficult to dismiss, never mind 
the much-better publicised Area 51 in the US itself.

Given such a relatively unknown strategic weapon, given that Carol ROSIN, one-
time assistant to Wernher von Braun, stated that he had repeatedly told her that 
the Elitist plan was to create BOGEY-MEN to frighten the world public in order 
to fulfil their agenda, first with their first alleged foes being major nations, then 
so-called “rogue nations”, then “terrorist groups”, then “asteroids from space” 
and finally a “SPACE-ALIEN INVASION”, let us look at the possibilities thrown 
into the arena by a faked, 9-11-type “Alien Invasion” of the world at large : 

Of the many hundreds of U.S. Military bases with airfields around the world that 
now seem to the observer of any rational military action to be pure hubris and 
megalomania on the part of a dying country, any and all may be used in a time of 
“Alien Invasion” crisis as staging-points for what might appear to be hordes of :

1. Alien Spacecraft, the 'Bad Guys',

and

2. U.S. Spacecraft, the 'Good Guys'.

Imagine craft that can move so quickly from one world point to another, that with 
their many comings-and-goings, even a few hundreds of them might appear to a 



bewildered world populace as many, many times more than they really number ; 

Imagine, further, that some craft operating out of hidden U.S. air-bases have one 
appearance, with “alien” painted insignia perhaps instinctively loathsome to 
humans, say, Reptiles or Spiders, as just two examples, and faked “alien” crews 
the more-so hideous tot he human observer, perpetrating atrocities world-wide, 
blasting cities and entire countries into ash and dust and flame and smoke, 
killing wantonly under aegis of “Aliens”, all that the US and UK wish to eliminate.

And then other craft, with other insignia, “heroic” 'Stars-and-Stripes' and British-
Flag 'Union Jack' -- yes! -- there is another flag, too, not just their 'Jolly Roger' ! -- 
turn up  and win the day for “Earth” and a population of grateful, decimated 
Earthlings sees them as their saviours, all old grudges forgotten, the Queen in 
England and her many subservient pretty-boy President queens in the U$$A 
immortalised forever as the rulers and saviours of Mankind ? 

Think about it : a “Space Invasion” might yet save the pork-bellies of arrogant 
peoples. Never forget that atrociously-facetious film, “Independence Day” of a 
decade or two ago, in which antique F-14s successfully destroy alien spacecraft 
as big as cities : had Science-Fiction used the term Flying Saucers in the 1930s, 
the same double-decker biplanes that shot poor old King Kong off the Empire 
State Building would have done that job, too ! The parallel, satirical movie 'Mars 
Attacks' was far more realistic as to how humans would react to a real invasion 
and how, if ever at all, they might win !

Never underestimate Human Stupidity, and never forget, in the words of the 
'Principia Discordia', that “King Kong Died For YOU !” : What Hollywood has 
accomplished once, it can accomplish again !

Yet how to counter this, should it come about, and a world population in fear of 
weapons they have never before encountered be completely panicked and run 
instead of standing to fight ? My suggestions are :

Keep calm. WATCH and OBSERVE what is going on. USE YOUR HEAD, not your 
heart. Not all airfields can be guarded by automatic, heat-seeking weapons. Even 
a little .22 rim-fire rifle, if you know its trajectory, is effective at several hundred 
yards. Molotov Cocktails, bottles filled with gasoline and 20% diesel oil, can be 
launched from one-shot cannon made from large-bore PVC tubes dug out from 
water-mains and electrical-leads , using compressed-air or improvised powder 
propellants. [These items are mentioned for information purposes only as they 
are public knowledge and can be found in any history book of wartime resistance 
to tyranny - Author]

There is a story that when Nelson Mandela was on trial in the 1960s, he stated :
“You may take away our guns, you may take away our knives, just leave us a box 
of matches.”

George Paxinos, 14th January, 2010.


